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March 11, 2011 
 
 
Mr. David LaCaro, Environmental Scientist II 
Regional Water Quality Control Board, Central Coast Region 
895 Aerovista Pl., Ste. 101 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-7906 
 
Via E-Mail to dlacaro@waterboards.ca.gov     
 
Re:  Waste Discharge Requirements for the Los Osos Water Recycling Facility (Draft Order No. 

R3-2011-0001 & Draft MRP Order No. R3-2011-0001) 
 
Dear Mr. LaCaro: 
 
We submit these comments on behalf of our client, Citizens for a Sustainable Community 
(Citizens), for consideration by the Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board 
(CCRWQCB) in deciding whether to approve the waste discharge requirements (WDRs) proposed 
for the Los Osos Water Recycling Facility (LOWRF), a project of the County of San Luis Obispo 
(County).1  For the reasons set forth below and based on the additional information contained in 
the attached addendum and exhibits, we request that before the CCRWQCB takes any action 
approving the draft WDRs, it order preparation and public circulation of a subsequent or 
supplemental environmental impact report (SEIR), and consider the information in that SEIR.  Such 
a course of action is mandated by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (Pub. Res. 
Code § 21000 et seq.) and the State CEQA Guidelines (Guidelines) (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14, § 
15000 et seq.), among other things, due to new information of substantial importance that was not 
known -- indeed, did not exist -- and could not reasonably have been known and considered in 
2009, when the County certified the environmental impact report (EIR) for the LOWRF project 

                                                 
1  Please note that in the addendum attached to this letter, the LOWRF project is referred to as the 
Los Osos Wastewater Project (LOWWP) -- the project name used by the County. 
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(acting as lead agency under CEQA).2  Furthermore, as proposed, the CCRWQCB’s action on the 
project will violate CEQA for additional reasons and will also violate the Porter-Cologne Water 
Quality Control Act (Porter-Cologne Act) (Water Code § 13000 et seq.).   
 
The CCRWQCB correctly notes that because it has discretionary review and approval power over 
the LOWRF project through its statutory responsibility to prepare WDRs, the CCRWQCB is a 
“responsible agency” within the meaning of CEQA for the purpose of environmental review of and 
action on the WDRs.  (Guidelines, § 15381; see also § 21069.)  An activity that involves the 
issuance to a person of a lease, permit, license, certificate, or other entitlement for use by one or 
more public agencies is subject to the CCRWQCB’s CEQA review.  (See § 21065, subd. (c).)   
 
The CCRWQCB Must Prepare an SEIR and Comply with Its Duties as a Responsible Agency 
Under CEQA Before Approving the Draft WDRs.  
 
Section 21166 and Guidelines sections 15162 and 15163 require the preparation of an SEIR when 
(1) substantial changes occur with respect to the circumstances under which a project is 
undertaken, such that revisions of the EIR are necessary due to the involvement of new significant 
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant 
effects; or (2) new information of substantial importance which was not known and could not have 
been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence when the EIR was certified becomes 
available, showing that: (i) the project will have one or more significant effects not discussed in the 
EIR; (ii) significant effects previously examined will be substantially more severe than shown in the 
EIR; (iii) mitigation measures or alternatives previously found infeasible would in fact be feasible 
and would substantially reduce one or more significant effects of the project; or (iv) mitigation 
measures or alternatives considerably different from those analyzed in the previous EIR would 
substantially reduce one or more significant effects on the environment.      
 
Substantial changes in physical baseline conditions under which the LOWRF project is undertaken 
have occurred and new information, including hydrologic data, has become available, meeting the 
criteria of section 21166 and Guidelines section 15162.  The Los Osos Basin Plan Update publicly 
released in May 2010 (over seven months after certification of the EIR) by an interagency working 
group consisting of representatives from the County and the area’s three major water purveyors 
shows rapidly accelerating seawater intrusion into the Los Osos Valley groundwater basin, the 
region’s only drinking water source.  As the CCRWQCB’s staff report notes, according to the 2009 
EIR, based on investigation data between 1985 and 2005, the rate of seawater intrusion into 
aquifer zones D and E are 60 and 54 feet per year, respectively, but the May 2010 Basin Update 
now shows that the seawater wedge has extended into the same aquifer through fingers at the 
significantly higher rate of 700 feet per year.  The plume now reaches as far inland as a well near 
Los Osos Community Park and Los Osos Valley Rd.  The saltwater movement data thus indicate a 
substantially more severe public health threat to water supply than previously known, and the 
County and the relevant water agencies no longer believe water demand is within safe yield (+/- 
3,200 AFY) without measures counteracting this change.   

                                                 
2  All unlabeled section (§) references in this letter are to CEQA provisions contained in the Public 
Resources Code. 
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Additional independent expert review of the Plan Update by Mr. Eugene Yates, a hydrogeologist, 
confirms that the recently discovered substantially accelerating seawater intrusion into the basin is 
an “extremely urgent” problem that requires urgent action, including 500 AFY of reduced pumping 
from the urban compartment.  (Review dated August 3, 2010, at 1 [attachment #3 to our 
addendum].)  Yates also recommended the review of a wide range of mitigation options to address 
changes in basin conditions, given that the LOWRF project, in conjunction with the increased 
pumping from the upper aquifer may induce seawater intrusion in the upper aquifer.  Yates opined 
that accelerating seawater intrusion makes the LOWRF project’s recycled water reuse program -- 
viewed as key mitigation for the LOWRF -- outdated, and may indeed make it nonviable.   
 
The changed baseline conditions and new information are important as there is a direct nexus 
between seawater intrusion in the Los Osos groundwater basin, the rate thereof and the LOWRF 
project.  As designed, the project, which includes the decommissioning of the onsite wastewater 
disposal systems in the prohibition zone, contributes to the environmental and public health effects 
(sodium contamination of the freshwater) of seawater intrusion by reducing groundwater recharge.3  
As noted in the Hopkins Groundwater Consultants report prepared for the 2009 EIR, project 
operation results in a net deficit of groundwater recharge and aquifer volume.  The changed 
baseline conditions and new information concerning changes in the basin’s freshwater/seawater 
interface thus are highly relevant to the CCRWQCB’s environmental review of the LOWRF project, 
since with substantially accelerated landward saltwater movement into the drinking water reservoir, 
public health effects will now be substantially exacerbated, and the project will result in new, as yet 
unexamined, indirect and cumulative significant effects, including public health effects.4  In this 
instance, for the CCRWQCB to “use its best efforts to find out and disclose all that it reasonably 
can,” and conduct “thorough investigation,” as it must under CEQA (Guidelines, §§ 15144, 15145), 
goes to the heart of the CCRWQCB’s healthy watersheds vision.  That vision is one of keeping 
groundwaters “near natural levels in quantity and quality for water supply purposes and for base 
flow for sustaining creek habitat, and migratory fish routes,” while protecting watersheds “from 
hydromodification that adversely affects recharge area functions, or the stability of creeks’ beds or 
banks.”  (CCRWQCB Dec. 11, 2011 Vision Message, at 1-2 & fn. 2 [<http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/ 
centralcoast/publications_forms/publications/vision/docs/Agencies_ltr.pdf>, as of March 10, 2011].)  
Yet, as proposed, the WDRs include no “end-of-pipe” requirements or mitigations to reduce or 

                                                 
3  Loss of groundwater recharge lowers the water level (head) in the aquifer, which reduces the 
flow of freshwater to seawater.  This flow reduction, in turn, allows inland movement of the 
seawater-freshwater interface.  (See, e.g., U. S. Geological Survey, Saltwater Intrusion in Los 
Angeles Area Coastal Aquifers-The Marine Connection (2002 Fact Sheet) 
[<http://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/2002/fs030-02/>, as of March 10, 2010]; Frederick, America’s Water 
Supply: Status and Prospects for the Future (Consequences, vol. 1, No. 1, Spring 1995) [< 
http://www.gcrio.org/CONSEQUENCES/spring95/Water.html>, as of March 10, 2011].) 
 
4  “ ‘Significant effect on the environment’ means a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse 
change in any of the physical conditions within the area affected by the project including land, air, 
water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and objects of historic or aesthetic significance.”  
(Guidelines, § 15382.)  
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avoid the combined direct, indirect and cumulative effects of the substantially changed 
groundwater baseline conditions and LOWRF project on groundwater quantity and quality.5   
Consistent with CEQA, we thus request public review in an SEIR of (1) the major change in 
physical baseline conditions affecting groundwater sustainability represented by the significantly 
increased saltwater movement into the basin; and (2) the combined environmental effects 
(including public health effects) of this change and the LOWRF project, including the relationship of 
the change to -- and the cumulative effects thereof on -- the changes in aquifer dynamics and 
freshwater storage that result from the implementation of the LOWRF project.  SEIR assessment of 
the seawater intrusion impacts of the LOWRF project and of the comparative impacts of feasible 
wastewater treatment alternatives must be performed, and mitigation measures correlated to the 
actual severity of the impact (the real, anticipated salinity levels and their distribution) must be 
developed and implemented, based on specific, measurable, enforceable and verifiable 
performance standards.  This SEIR assessment is critical to informed decisionmaking and public 
participation in the WDRs review and approval process.  The post-2009 EIR information now 
available to the CCRWQCB negates the assumptions of hydrogeological and hydrochemical 
equilibria in baseline water conditions upon which the County EIR assessments and mitigations 
were based.  Under those circumstances, should the CCRWQCB approve the WDRs, CEQA 
mandates preparation of an SEIR so the CCRWQCB and the public may be adequately informed 
of relevant, substantial or potentially substantial adverse environmental effects of the LOWRF 
project, considered in the actual, full hydrogeological and hydrochemical context, and based on 
current hydrogeological and hydrochemical data and environmental assessment using modeling 
that accounts for appropriate margins of safety.      

                                                 
5  “Clean groundwater” is one of the three central tenets of the CCRQQCB’s healthy watersheds 
vision, which, as cogently stated on the CCRWQCB’s Website, serves “to empower people to act 
on the important issues facing the Central Coast Region over the next 20 years.”  (<http://www. 
swrcb.ca.gov/centralcoast/publications_forms/ publications/vision/teams.shtml> [as of March 10, 
2011].)  Substantially accelerated seawater intrusion in the Los Osos Valley groundwater basin 
surely is one such issue.  Because this hydrogeological process occurs in the area affected by the 
LOWRF project, it cannot be severed from the CCRWQCB’s review of the WDRs.  CEQA requires 
that physical baseline conditions affected by a project be disclosed in the environmental review 
document of the agency called upon to take permitting action for that project.  As provided in 
Guidelines section 15125, subdivision (c): “Knowledge of the regional setting is critical to the 
assessment of environmental impacts.  Special emphasis should be placed on environmental 
resources that are rare or unique to that region and would be affected by the project.  The EIR [or, 
in this case, an SEIR] must demonstrate that the significant environmental impacts of the proposed 
project were adequately investigated and discussed and it must permit the significant effects of the 
project to be considered in the full environmental context.”  (Emphasis added.)  Considering its 
high level beneficial use, the groundwater resource here surely is rare and unique to the region and 
the population that depends on it.  (See also County of Amador v. El Dorado County Water Agency 
(1999) 76 Cal.App.4th 931, 954-955 [for adequate environmental assessment of fisheries, river 
habitat and recreational use impacts of lake water withdrawals associated with a water supply 
project, the permitting agency must disclose and evaluate relevant information on baseline lake 
levels, including rates of existing releases]; CEQA Guidelines, § 15126.2, subd. (a) [EIR should 
address, inter alia, the “health and safety problems caused by the physical changes, and other 
aspects of the resource base such as water … and public services”].)     
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Whenever an agency with discretionary approval authority over a permit or other entitlement for 
use for a project makes an approval decision, and the final EIR for the project fails to provide the 
environmental information disclosure mandated by CEQA, or is not supplemented to account for 
substantially changed circumstances in physical baseline conditions or to review significant new 
environmental information relevant to the project, the decision is a prejudicial abuse of discretion, 
and, therefore, a nullity.  (See Communities for a Better Environment v. City of Richmond (2010) 
184 Cal.App.4th 70, 88 [an agency’s “ ‘ultimate decision of whether to approve a project, be that 
decision right or wrong, is a nullity if based upon an EIR that does not provide the decision-makers, 
and the public, with the information about the project that is required by CEQA’ ”]; Mira Monte 
Homeowners Assn. v. County of Ventura (1985) 165 Cal.App.3d 357, 361, 364-365 [failure to 
prepare an SEIR after resurvey of project site revealed significant new information, i.e., a greater 
seasonal wetlands impact than previously identified, nullified approval decision because it 
prevented consideration of “the full range and effectiveness of alternatives and mitigation 
measures”].)    
  
Importantly, as a responsible CEQA agency, the CCRWQCB cannot defer to the County regarding 
whether or not to prepare an SEIR.  By CEQA, the CCRWQCB must reach its own conclusions on 
whether and how to approve a project, based not only on its review of the environmental document 
prepared by the lead agency, but also any new information in an SEIR which the CCRWQCB must 
prepare where, as here, SEIR review is mandated.  (See Guidelines, §§ 15020, 15052, 15096, 
subd. (a), 15162, 15163; Save San Francisco Bay Assn. v. San Francisco Bay Conservation and 
Development Com. (1992) 10 Cal.App.4th 908, 932; id. at 921-922 [responsible agency must 
“conduct its own analysis using its own special expertise” before “reach[ing] its own conclusions”].)  
As discussed in greater detail in the attached addendum, Guidelines section 15052 requires the 
CCRWQCB to step into the shoes of the County, and prepare (or contract preparation of) an SEIR 
prior to approving WDRs for the LOWRF project, because: (1) the prerequisites under section 
21166 and Guidelines section 15162 for an SEIR are established; and (2) prior to the CCRWQCB’s 
action, the lead agency (County) granted a final discretionary approval for the LOWRF project and 
the statute of limitations for challenging that approval has expired.  (County approval occurred on 
September 29, 2009.  The statute of limitations expired in 2009 -- 30 days after the posting of the 
County’s notice of determination which gave public notice of the September 29, 2009 decision.)     
 
Importantly, even absent -- yet especially because of the presence of -- the new physical baseline 
conditions and the new information summarized above, the CCRWQCB, as a responsible agency, 
must mitigate or avoid “the direct or indirect environmental effects of those parts of the project 
which it decides to carry out, finance, or approve.”  (Guidelines, § 15096, subd. (g)(1).)  Also, 
“[w]hen an EIR has been prepared for a project, the Responsible Agency shall not approve the 
project as proposed if the agency finds any feasible alternative or feasible mitigation measures 
within its powers that would substantially lessen or avoid any significant effect the project would 
have on the environment.”  (Guidelines, § 15096, subd. (g)(2).)  Finally, before approving the 
WDRs, the CCRWQCB must “make the findings required by [Guidelines] Section 15091 for each 
significant effect of the project and shall make the findings in [Guidelines] Section 15093 if 
necessary.”  (Guidelines, § 15096, subd. (h); see Save San Francisco Bay Assn., 10 Cal.App.4th 
908, 921-922, 932.)   
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The CCRWQCB thus clearly has a duty to mitigate or avoid the adverse impacts of the LOWRF 
project.  The discretionary approval currently before the CCRWQCB involves mitigation for the 
LOWRF project’s impacts to hydrology and water quality.  The CCRWQCB staff report asserts that 
the CCRWQCB has no duty to make specific findings pursuant to Guidelines section 15096, 
subdivision (h), because the EIR did not identify any potentially significant impacts within the 
CCRWQCB’s jurisdiction.  This conclusion is unsupported, in light of both the new information 
discussed above, and previous information contained in the 2009 EIR itself, which identifies project 
impacts to federally regulated waters as potentially significant.  Those impacts are within the 
CCRWQCB’s jurisdiction.  Specifically, construction of pipelines that will be suspended over two 
federally regulated creeks (Los Osos Creek and Warden Creek) will result in construction impacts 
to these creeks.  As such, the County may have to obtain (a) a Clean Water Act section 401 Water 
Quality Certification from the CCRWQCB; and (b) a Clean Water Act section 404 permit from the 
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, necessary for discharges of dredged or fill material into the 
federally regulated creeks.  Both the staff report and the WDRs fail to describe and evaluate this 
potentially significant impact.  Further, despite the EIR’s identification of this potentially significant 
impact, the WDRs contain no findings regarding the project’s effects on federally regulated waters, 
or potentially feasible alternatives or mitigation measures which would avoid or substantially lessen 
the effects.        
 
In any event, given the changed water baseline conditions and the new information that has 
become available following certification of the 2009 EIR, the CCRWQCB must do more than 
prepare findings tracking the requirements of Guidelines section 15096, subdivision (h).  It must 
prepare and circulate an SEIR, and explore and impose (following public review of the SEIR) 
feasible mitigation measures or a feasible alternative to the LOWRF project as proposed.  
Regardless of bureaucratic or political momentum behind the County’s project, the next 
responsible agency must follow the law.  It cannot simply defer to the lead agency without 
assuming its own CEQA duties, including its duties under section 21166 and Guidelines sections 
15052, 15162 and 15096.   
 
The WDRs Unlawfully Defer Environmental Review Regarding Location and Impacts of Discharges 
from the LOWRF Project. 
 
The CCRWQCB staff report states that the County “included a list of areas proposed for disposal in 
its report of waste discharge application.”  (Staff report at 2; proposed WDRs at 2.)  But these 
areas remain unspecified, and the list is not disclosed, let alone discussed in the staff report or the 
WDRs.  The list appears to be nonbinding anyway.  We are told, indeed, that “Details of the 
Discharger’s reuse program are not yet available[,]” and that the reuse program has yet to be 
developed.  (Id.)6  The long and the short of it is: except for the Broderson leach field (Discharge 

                                                 
6  The staff report and the proposed WDRs, by use of four separate bullet points, confusingly refer 
to four separate “discharge points,” as follows: 
 

“• Discharge Point 1: Agricultural reuse irrigation at 25 different locations. 
“• Discharge Point 2: Broderson leach field. 
“• Discharge Point 3: Bayridge Estates leach field at 2 locations. 
“• Discharge Point 4: Urban reuse irrigation at 10 different locations.” 
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Point 2) and (perhaps) the two locations of the Bayridge Estates leach field (Discharge Point 3), the 
CCRWQCB is being requested to approve WDRs for many unspecified discharge locations, that is, 
without knowing where much of the wastewater the discharges of which it must permit will be 
discharged.   
 
This is a startling request, as is the gap in information regarding where wastewater discharge 
impacts will occur, and thus what their onsite and their offsite (runoff) effects will be.  The 
informational gap precludes assessment of water quality impacts, which is key to the CCRWQCB’s 
decision on the WDRs.  Moreover, the list of proposed disposal areas in the WDRs omits 
identification of any discharge location consistent with County condition of approval No. 97, which 
requires at least 10 % of the treated wastewater to be reserved for environmental enhancement, 
including the protection of local Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas.    
 
Knowledge of the specific wastewater discharge locations is of the outmost importance, especially 
because recycled wastewater is not contaminant free.  (See, e.g., Comments of Edo McGowan, 
attached as exhibit 1.)  It contains antibiotic resistant genes (ARGs) and contaminants of emerging 
concern (CECs).  CECs include persistent organic pollutants (e.g., chemicals used in flame 
retardants; pharmaceuticals and personal care products; veterinary medicines; endocrine-
disrupting chemicals (e.g. synthetic estrogens and androgens affecting hormonal functions in 
aquatic organisms); and nanomaterials (e.g., carbon nanotubes).  (See U.S. E.P.A. OW/ORD 
Emerging Contaminants Workgroup, Aquatic Life Criteria for Contaminants of Emerging Concern 
(June 3, 2008), attached hereto as exhibit 2, at 2.)  Numerous scientific articles and studies have 
investigated both CECs and ARGs in treated wastewater and have documented the health risks 
they pose to humans and wildlife -- addressing, for example, limb malformations and behavioral 
abnormalities, decreased reproduction, increased susceptibility to predation, and increased 
vulnerability to parasites, disease and UV radiation in amphibians and fish.  (See id.; Petrovic, et 
al., Analysis and Removal of Emerging Contaminants in Wastewater and Drinking Water (2003), 
attached hereto as exhibit 3, at 3-5; Pruden, et al., Antibiotic Resistance Genes as Emerging 
Contaminants: Studies in Northern Colorado (2006) 40 Envtl. Science & Technology 7445, 
attached hereto as exhibit 4, at 1.) 
 
The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act requires identification of all discharge locations 
before the WDRs may be approved.  By Water Code section 13263, the CCRWQCB must 
“prescribe requirements as to the nature of any proposed discharge . . ., with relation to the 

                                                                                                                                                 
 
(Id.)  Evidently, 25 unspecified locations for agricultural reuse irrigation plus ten unspecified 
locations for urban reuse irrigation amounts to more than four discharge points.  The staff report 
and the WDRs also reference as an attachment a barely legible map which shows several tiny 
squares scattered throughout an approximately six-square mile area, vaguely suggesting some of 
the reuse locations, all without indicating what agricultural lands or urban properties are being 
referenced, what they are being used for (e.g., turf at local schools, presenting risks of human 
contact with wastewater?), or whether their needs for recycled water are actually unmet.  The map 
is vaguely illustrative and nonbinding at best.  It does not refer to any specific selected wastewater 
discharge locations.  That much is clear from the staff report.     
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conditions existing in the disposal area or receiving waters upon, or into which, the discharge is 
made or proposed.”  (Water Code, § 13263, subd. (a), emphasis added.)  The plain language of 
this statutory provision makes clear that for the CCRWQCB to be able to prescribe WDRs as to the 
nature of any discharge proposed by the County, disclosure and analysis of site-specific baseline 
conditions at the discharge locations is necessary.  The Legislature did not intend for regional 
water quality control boards to prescribe requirements “with relation to conditions existing in the 
disposal area” (Water Code, § 13263, emphasis added), without informing themselves, disclosing 
and evaluating those conditions.   
 
The conditions existing in the disposal area or receiving waters impacted by proposed discharges 
are the physical baseline conditions affected by a project subject to WDRs.  Therefore, CEQA, too, 
requires that the CCRWQCB identify the wastewater discharge locations.  (See Communities for a 
Better Environment v. South Coast Air Quality Management Dist. (2010) 48 Cal.4th 310, 321 [“the 
impacts of a proposed project are ordinarily to be compared to the actual environmental conditions 
existing at the time of CEQA analysis, rather than to allowable conditions defined by a plan or 
regulatory framework”; thus, “the baseline for CEQA analysis must be the ‘existing physical 
conditions in the affected area’ [citation], that is, the ‘ “real conditions on the ground” ’ [citations]”]; 
County of Amador, 76 Cal.App.4th 931, 952 [“It is only against [the] baseline [of the existing 
environmental conditions] that any significant environmental effects can be determined”]; 
Sundstrom v. County of Mendocino (1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 296, 308-309.)   
 
In Sundstrom, the project applicant wanted to build a motel which necessitated the construction of 
a private sewage treatment plant.  The mitigated negative declaration for the project included a 
requirement that the applicant obtain approval of a sludge disposal plan from the regional water 
quality control board, but did not disclose the sludge disposal location.  The appellate court held 
that by dismissing the impact as insignificant without disclosure of a suitable sludge disposal site, 
the permitting agency failed to comply with CEQA.          
 
A related CEQA issue pertaining to the LOWRF project’s recycled water program arises out of the 
proposed condition that the County “develop an Engineering Report on the Production, Distribution 
and Use of Recycled Water” for later review and approval by the CCRWQCB’s Executive Director.  
(WDRs at 13; CCRWQCB staff report at 4.)  But environmental review and approval of the 
production, distribution and use of recycled water -- an integral element of the LOWRF project -- 
cannot be so segregated from the project, deferred to the future and delegated away by the 
permitting agency’s decisionmaking body.  As Sundstrom explains, at page 307: 
 

“A study conducted after approval of a project will inevitably have a diminished 
influence on decisionmaking.  Even if the study is subject to administrative 
approval, it is analogous to the sort of post hoc rationalization of agency actions 
that has been repeatedly condemned in decisions construing CEQA.” 

  
Should the CCRWQCB not wish to conduct SEIR review, which would adequately inform its 
decision on the WDRs, it has the option of denying the WDRs outright.  (See § 21080, subd. (b)(5) 
[an agency’s rejection of a project is exempt from CEQA review].)  As a responsible agency under 
CEQA, the CCRWQCB may indeed “refuse to approve” the WDRs “to avoid direct or indirect 
environmental effects of that part of the project which [as the] responsible agency [it is] called on to 
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carry out or approve," (Guidelines, § 15042,) However, if the CCRWQCB does not choose such 
course of action, the environmental issues raised above and those identified in our addendum (and 
supporting attachments) must be addressed and resolved in an SEIR. An SEIR should consider 
in-depth reasonable alternatives, including a septic tank effluent pumping system or other 
alternatives and mit'lgation measures that more effectively avoid or minimize the environmental 
impacts of the LOWRF project as currently proposed, while demanding substantially less public 
funding (and hence less economic burden on the community that must pay for it), 

ANGEL LAW 

~KA"'::t ~ 
Frank p, Angel 

Enclosures 

cc: Harvey Packard, Section Manager (hpackard@waterboards,ca,gov) 
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The occurrence of trace organic contaminants in wastewaters, their behaviour 

during wastewater treatment and drinking water production are the key issues in relation to 

the reuse of water resources. Elimination of different classes of emerging contaminants, 

such as surfactant degradates, pharmaceuticals and polar pesticides in wastewater 

treatment plants (WWTP) was found to be rather low and consequently sewage effluents 

are one of the main sources of these compounds and their recalcitrant metabolites.  

This paper reviews the state-of-the-art in the analysis of several groups of emerging 

contaminants (acidic pharmaceuticals, antibacterial agents, acidic pesticides and surfactant 

metabolites) in wastewaters. Their elimination in WWTP applying conventional activated 

sludge treatment and advanced treatment processes, such as membrane bioreactors (MBR) 

and advanced oxidation (AOP), as well as the elimination during drinking water 

production are discussed.  

 

Keywords 

Acidic pharmaceuticals; Acidic pesticides; Advanced treatment; Emerging contaminants; 

Surfactant degradates, Wastewater treatment 
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1. Introduction 

 

Until the beginning of the 1990’ non-polar hazardous compounds, i. e. persistent 

organic pollutants (POP) and heavy metals, were in the focus of interest and awareness as 

priority pollutants, and consequently were part of intensive monitoring programs. Today, 

these compounds are less relevant for the industrialized countries since a drastic reduction 

of emission has been achieved due to the adoption of appropriate measures and elimination 

of the dominant pollution sources.  

However, the emission of so-called “emerging” or “new” unregulated contaminants 

has emerged as an environmental problem and there is a widespread consensus that this 

kind of contamination may require legislative intervention. This group is mainly composed 

of products used in large quantities in everyday life, such as human and veterinary 

pharmaceuticals, personal care products, surfactants and surfactants’ residues, plasticizers 

and different industrial additives. The characteristic of these contaminants is that they do 

not need to be persistent in the environment to cause negative effect since their high 

transformation/removal rates can be compensated by their continuous introduction into 

environment. One of the main sources of emerging contaminants are untreated urban 

wastewaters and wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) effluents. (Fig. 1). Most current 

WWTP are not designed to treat this type of substances and the high portion of emerging 

compounds and their metabolites can escape elimination in the WWTP and enter the 

aquatic environment via sewage effluents.  

The partial or complete closing of water cycles is an essential part of sustainable 

water resources management and the increasing scarcity of pristine waters for drinking 

water supply and increasing consume of water by industry and agriculture should be 

countered by the efficient and rational utilisation of resources. One of the options is 

 3
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increasing reuse of effluents for various purposes, especially in industrial and agro/food 

production activities. However, due to high cost of end-of-pipe approach (drinking water 

treatment) the future of indirect potable reuse requires an efficient treatment of 

wastewaters prior to their discharge. Thus, the occurrence of trace organic contaminants in 

wastewaters, their behaviour during wastewater treatment and drinking water production 

are the key issues that require further study.  

Many believe that of all emerging contaminants, antibiotics are the biggest concern, 

since their emission in the environment can result in an increased occurrence of resistant 

bacteria in the environment [1]. However, other emerging compounds, especially polar 

one, such as acidic pharmaceuticals, acidic pesticides and acidic metabolites of non-ionic 

surfactants also deserve particular attention. Due to their physico-chemical properties (high 

water solubility and often poor degradability) they are able to penetrate through all natural 

filtration steps and man-made treatments, thus presenting a potential risk for drinking 

water supply [2,3].  

Different classes of emerging contaminants, mainly surfactant degradates, 

pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCP) and polar pesticides were found to 

have rather low elimination rates and have been detected in WWTP effluents and in the 

receiving surface waters. However, for most of emerging contaminants, occurrence, risk 

assessment and ecotoxicological data are not available and it is difficult to predict their fate 

in the aquatic environment. Partially, the reason for this is a lack of analytical methods for 

their determination at trace concentrations. Analysis of emerging contaminants is a real 

analytical challenge, not only because of the diversity of chemical properties of these 

compounds, but also because of generally low concentrations (usually part per billion or 

part per trillion levels) and the complexity of matrices.  

 4
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This paper reviews the state-of-the-art in the analysis of several groups of emerging 

contaminants (acidic pharmaceuticals, antibacterial agents, acidic pesticides and surfactant 

metabolites) in wastewaters. Various aspects of current LC-MS-(MS) and GC-MS 

methodology, including sample preparation, are discussed.  

It also gives a survey of their elimination in WWTP by activated sludge treatment 

(AST) and applying advanced treatment processes, such as membrane bioreactors (MBR) 

and advanced oxidation (AOP). Additionally, the elimination in treatment processes at 

drinking water treatment plants is discussed.  

 

 

2. Analysis of emerging contaminants in wastewaters 

 

One of the major limitations in the analysis of emerging contaminants remains to be 

the lack of analytical methods for quantification of low concentrations. The prerequisite for 

proper risk assessment and monitoring of waste, surface and drinking water quality is the 

availability of a multiresidual analytical method that permits measurement at the low (or 

even below) ng/L level. However, the fact that these compounds are not on the regulatory 

lists as environmental pollutants resulted in comparatively little attention received. 

Consequently, analytical methodology for different groups of emerging contaminants is 

evolving and the number of methods described in the literature for the determination of 

emerging contaminants has grown considerably. Still, the analysis of this group of 

contaminants requires further improvements in terms of sensitivity and selectivity, 

especially for very complex matrices, such as wastewater.  
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2.1. Acidic pharmaceuticals 

 

Different analytical methods, mainly based on LC-MS and GC-MS, repectively in 

combination with either polymer or C18-based solid phase extraction (SPE), are being 

developed for the analysis of pharmaceutical compounds. However, most methods are 

tailored for neutral compounds (e.g. antibiotics) and less complex matrices (surface and 

groundwater), while only a limited number of paper describes procedures applicable to the 

analysis of polar drugs in wastewater samples. A survey of analytical methods for the 

quantification of regularly used polar pharmaceuticals in wastewater matrices is given in 

Table 1. 

A typical analytical method includes the use of octadecylsilica, polymeric, or 

hydrophilic-lipophilic balanced (HBL) supports for off-line SPE of water samples, with 

either disks or, most frequently, cartridges at low pH (typically pH=2).  

Separation technique used includes both GC and LC, while for detection, MS has 

been the technique most widely employed. Due to low volatility of polar pharmaceuticals 

GC-MS analysis requires additional derivatization step, which makes the sample 

preparation laborious and time consuming, and also increases the possibility of 

contamination and errors. Moreover, some compounds are thermolabile and decompose 

during GC analysis (e.g. carbamazepine forms iminostilben as degradation product) [4].  

Consequently, LC-MS and LC-MS-MS are increasingly used. Reviewing principal 

analytical methods employed in the analysis of pharmaceuticals in aqueous environmental 

samples Ternes [4] indicated LC-MS-MS as the technique of choice to assay polar 

pharmaceuticals and their metabolites, however pointed out the difficulty in the enrichment 

step, as well as the low resolution and the suppression of signals in the electrospray (ESI) 

interface due to matrix impurities. Farré et al. [5] have compared LC-(ESI)-MS and GC-
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MS (after a derivatization with BF3-MeOH) for the monitoring of some acidic and very 

polar analgesics (salicylic acid, ketoprofen, naproxen, diclofenac, ibuprofen and 

gemfibrozil) in surface waters and wastewater samples. Results showed a good correlation 

between methods expect for the gemfibrozil which derivatization was not completely 

achieved in some samples. 

In general, the limits of detection (LODs) achieved with the LC-MS-(MS) methods 

were slightly higher than those obtained with the GC-MS methods (see Table 1), however, 

LC-MS methodology showed advantages in terms of versatility and less complicated 

sample preparation (no derivatization needed).  

Table 2 summarizes the quantitation and qualifier ions used by the various authors 

for the determination of polar drugs in wastewaters using the selected ion monitoring 

(SIM) or the multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) mode. The use of triple-quadropole 

mass spectrometers in LC analysis has substantially increased the selectivity and 

sensitivity of the determination, resulting in LODs better than those achieved by use of 

single-quadropole LC-MS. Acidic drugs were usually detected using an ESI interface 

under negative ionization conditions and deprotonated molecules where chosen as 

precursor ions. Typical fragmentation pattern obtained with LC-MS-MS showed a loss of 

CO2 (or loss of the acidic moiety), with a limited number of other products. For example, 

for diclofenac, ibuprofen and ketoprofen the product ions generated by expulsion of CO2 

were the only fragment ions formed.  

 

2.2. Acidic pesticides 

 

Chlorinated phenoxy acid herbicides account for the majority of pesticides used 

worldwide and their presence in environmental waters is well documented. However, their 
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behaviour during wastewater treatment was rarely studied. This group of herbicides is 

characterized by high polarity and thermal lability. For these reasons LC is generally more 

suitable for their analysis, as the sample pretreatment does not require a time-consuming 

derivatization step. However, the methods used to determine chlorinated phenoxy acid 

herbicides are still dominated by GC either with electron capture detector (ECD) or MS 

detection. The main disadvantage of GC analysis is that requires prior derivatization step, 

usually using highly toxic and carcinogenic diazomethane or, less frequently used, acid 

anhydrides, benzyl halides and alkylchloroformates. The injection-port derivatization with 

an ion-pair reagent has been successfully applied [6], as well as, in-situ derivatization prior 

to solid-phase microextraction (SPME) [7].  

Alternative methods based on LC-MS have been proposed, using an ESI interface, 

which is well suited to the determination of easily ionized chlorinated phenoxy acids. 

Using LC-MS-(MS), phenoxy acid herbicides are detected under negative ionization 

conditions typically yielding [M−H]− ion and one abundant fragment formed by the loss of 

acidic moiety [8,9].  

Recently, in-tube SPME followed by LC-MS was applied for the determination of 

six chlorinated phenoxy acid herbicides [10]. However, method was applied to river water 

achieving LODs ranging from 5 to 30 ng/l, while more complex wastewater matrix was not 

tested. 

 

2.3. Antiseptics 

 

Several methods have been proposed for the determination of triclosan (5-chloro-2-

[2,4-dichlorophenoxy] phenol), which is used as an antiseptic agent in a vast array of 
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personal care (e.g. toothpaste, acne cream, deodorant, shampoo, toilet soap) and consumer 

products (children’s toys, footwear, kitchen cutting boards).  

Methods based on diazomethane derivatization and capillary GC-ECD was applied 

for their quantification in the wastewater of a slaughterhouse [11], using silica clean up 

without derivatization and analysis by GC-MS [12] and SPE of acidified wastewater water 

samples and SFE for lyophilized sludge, respectively followed by derivatization and GC-

HRMS were recently developed [13]. 

Recently, a method based on LC-MS was also proposed, achieving a limit of 

detection of 0.35 μg/L in spiked urban wastewater [14].  

 

2.4. Alkylphenolic compounds 

 

The trace analysis of alkylphenol ethoxylates (APEOs) and their acidic metabolites 

by LC-MS or LC-MS-MS using atmospheric pressure ionization (API) has been recently 

reviewed by Petrovic et al. [15,16] and the performances of two ionization methods, APCI 

and ESI, in terms of selectivity and sensitivity toward oligomeric mixtures of APEOs has 

been discussed. Generally, ESI interface is more often used for the analysis of 

alkylphenolic compounds due to the higher sensitivity, especially for alkylphenols and 

carboxylated compounds. 

Alkylphenoxy carboxylates (APEC) were detected, in both, the NI and PI mode. In 

the NI mode, using ESI, APECs give two types of ions, one corresponding to the 

deprotonated molecule [M-H]– (m/z 277, 321, 263 and 307 corresponding to nonylphenol 

carboxylate (NPE1C), nonylphenol ethoxycarboxylate (NPE2C), octylphenol carboxylate 

(OPE1C), and octylphenol ethoxycarboxylate (OPE2C), respectively) and the other 

corresponding to deprotonated alkylphenols [17]. The relative abundance of these two ions 
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depends on the extraction voltage. In the presence of ammonium acetate and using an 

APCI under PI conditions NPE1C gave [M+NH4]+ ions at m/z 296, while NPE2C, gave 

[M+NH4]+ ion at m/z 340 [18]. 

LC-ESI-MS was also applied for the analysis of the dicarboxylated breakdown 

products (carboxylated alkylphenoxy carboxylates; CAPECs) in wastewaters [19,20]. 

However, the identification of these compounds using LC-MS, under conditions giving 

solely molecular ions, is difficult since CAnPEmCs have the same molecular mass as 

APECs having one ethoxy unit less and a shorter alkyl chain (An-1PEm-1C). Moreover, 

since some compounds partially co-elute, the unequivocal assignment of the individual 

fragments can be accomplished only using LC-MS-MS. Typical fragmentation pattern 

obtained with LC-ESI-MS-MS showed the formation of the carboxy-alkylphenoxy 

fragment, with an additionally lost CO2, or an acetic acid group, in the case of CA5PE1-2C 

leading to the fragments of m/z 149 and 133 [19]. 

MS-MS spectra of APECs [19,21,22] shows an intense signal at m/z 219 (for 

NPECs) and m/z 205 (for OPECs) that is produced after the loss of the carboxylated 

(ethoxy) moiety, while sequential fragmentation of the alkyl chain resulted in ions m/z 133 

and 147.  

To overcome the problem with the low volatility of acidic alkylphenolic 

compounds different off-line and on-line derivatization protocols, respectively have been 

developed. Off-line derivatization to corresponding triemethylsilyl ethers, methyl ethers, 

acetyl esters, pentafluorobenzoyl, or heptafluorobutyl esters, respectively was applied as a 

common approach in GC-MS analysis. On-line direct GC injection-port derivatization 

using ion-pair reagents (tetraalkylammonium salts), has been also reported [23].  The most 

significant ions in GC-(EI)-MS of methylated NPECs were fragments produced by rupture 

of the benzylic bond in the branched nonyl side-chain [23,24,25]. GC-CI-MS spectra of 
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the NPECs with isobutane as reagent gas showed characteristic hydride ion-abstracted 

fragment ions shifted by 1 Da from those in the corresponding EI mass spectra [22]. Using 

ammonia as reagent gas intense ammonia-molecular ion adducts of the methyl esters, with 

little, or no secondary fragmentation were reported for the detection of NPECs [26]. Ions 

selected were as follows: m/z 246, 310, 354 and 398 for NPE1C, NPE2C, NPE3C and 

NPE4C, respectively.  

 

 

3. Elimination by activated sludge treatment (AST) 

 

The present state-of-the-art of wastewater treatment involves treatment by the 

activated sludge treatment (AST) process proceeded with conventional physico-chemical 

pre-treatment steps. Table 3. summarizes data on the elimination of emerging contaminants 

in WWTP.  

 

 

3.1. Pharmaceuticals and personal care products 

 

Daughton and Ternes [1] reviewed the occurrence of over 50 individual PPCPs, or 

metabolites from more than 10 broad classes of therapeutic agents, or personal care 

products in environmental samples, mainly in WWTP effluents, surface, and ground waters 

and much less frequently in drinking waters. Acidic drugs are the major group of PPCPs 

detected in municipal WWTP and among them bezafibrate, naproxen, and ibuprofen were 

the most abundant (concentrations up to 4.6 μg/l were detected in German municipal 

WWTPs). Tixier et al. [27] determined that carbamezapine presented the highest daily load 
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from the WWTP into Lake Greifensee (Switzerland), followed by diclofenac, and 

naproxen. Their elimination during passage through a municipal sewage treatment in most 

cases was found to be quite low (see table 3), ranging from 35 to 90% and some 

compounds, like carbamazepine, exhibit extremely low removal (only 7%) [28]. 

Consequently, through sewage effluents they can enter receiving surface waters and thus 

become a potential risk in the production of drinking water. For example, the clofibric 

acid, a metabolite of three lipid regulating agents (clofibrate, etofibrate and fenofibrate) has 

been identified in river and ground water and even in drinking water at concentrations 

ranging up to 165 ng/l [29,30].  

 

3.2. Acidic Pesticides 

 

Chlorinated phenoxyacids are a kind of compounds widely used in agriculture. This 

group includes, for example, mecoprop (MCPP), MCPA, 2,4-D, 2,4-DP 2,4,5-T, 2,4-DB. 

Monitoring of these herbicides is important in surface water because of their potential 

toxicity towards animals and humans [31], however, these compounds are not only used 

for agricultural purposes, but also as herbicides on lawns, algicides in paints and coatings 

or as roof protection agents in flat roof sealings. So, residues of these substances are 

introduced into the aquatic system through different pathways. For example, in the 

catchment area of Lake Greifensee (Switzerland) 65% of the mecoprop originated from 

WWTPs and the remaining 35% from diffuse sources [32].  

Degradation of acidic pesticides under laboratory conditions is well studied, but 

there are only few publications dealing with their behaviour in real wastewater treatment 

processes. Generally, activated sludge treatment was found to be ineffective in removing 

chlorinated phenoxy acid herbicides from settled sewage. However, under laboratory 
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conditions mecoprop proved to be biodegradable (nearly 100%), however it required long 

adaptation time (lag-phase) of activated sludge [33]. In real wastewater treatment 

processes this presents a major difficulty since, like the majority of herbicides, mecoprop is 

applied only during a short growth period of plants, which means that during this period 

WWTPs, that contains a non-adapted activated sludge, receive shock-loads of herbicides 

and consequently these substances are not eliminated.  

A long acclimation period (about 4 months) was also observed in a bench-scale 

study using sequencing batch reactors before 2,4-D biodegradation was established [34].  

Afterwards, at steady-state operation, all reactors achieved practically complete removal 

(>99%) of 2,4-D. 

  

3.3. Alkylphenolic surfactants 

 

Although their environmental acceptability is strongly disputed APEOs are still 

among the most widely used non-ionic surfactants. Currently, under optimised conditions, 

more than 90-95% of surfactants are eliminated by conventional biological wastewater 

treatment (normally activated sludge treatment). Even if such high elimination rates are 

achieved, the principal problem is the formation of recalcitrant metabolites out of the 

parent surfactants. The widespread occurrence of APEO-derived compounds in treated 

wastewaters and the following disposal of effluents into aquatic system raise concerns 

about their impact on the environment. Studies have shown that their neutral (alkylphenols 

and short ethoxy chain ethoxylates) and acidic recalcitrant metabolites (APEC) possess the 

ability to mimic natural hormones by interacting with the estrogen receptor.  

It was estimated that approximately 60 to 65% of all nonylphenolic compounds 

introduced to WWTP are discharged into the environment; 19% in the form of 
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carboxylated derivatives, 11% in the form of lipophilic NP1EO and NP2EO, 25% in the 

form of NP and 8% as untransformed NPEOs [35]. 

However, contrary to the general believing that NPECs are the refractory 

metabolites, Di Corcia et al. [36] determined that CAPECs are the dominant products of 

the NPEO biotransformation. By averaging data relative to the treated effluents of five 

major activated sludge WWTP of Rome (Italy) over 4 months, relative abundances of 

NPEO (nEO=1 and 2), NPECs and CAPECs were found to be respectively 10±2%, 24±5% 

and 66±7%. 

The average concentrations of acidic metabolites, NPECs and CAPECs are at low 

μg/L range, however high values, up to several tens of hundreds of μg/L, are detected in 

effluents of WWTP receiving industrial wastewaters, especially from tannery, textile, pulp 

and paper industry [37]. 

 

 

4. Elimination by advance wastewater treatment processes 

 

Although, adopted as the best available technology; biological treatment permits 

only partial removal of a wide range of emerging contaminants, especially polar ones, 

which are discharge into the final effluent. Thus, it has become evident that application of 

more enhanced technologies may be crucial for the fulfilment of the requirements of an 

indirect potable reuse of municipal and industrial wastewater. In recent years, new 

technologies are being studied, not only for wastewater treatment but also for drinking 

water production. Among them membrane treatment, using both biological (membrane 

bioreactors) and non-biological processes (reversed osmosis, ultrafiltration, nanofiltration), 
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and advanced oxidation processes (AOP) are most frequently considered as treatments that 

may be appropriate to remove trace concentrations of polar emerging contaminants. 

 

4.1. Membrane processes  

 

Membrane bioreactor (MBR) technology is considered as the most promising 

development in microbiological wastewater treatment. Now, when economic reasons do no 

longer limit the application of MBR to industrial and municipal wastewater (WW) 

treatment [38] and that new requirements are being set for the treatment of WW, MBR 

treatment may become a key technique in all future scenarios that consider the direct or 

indirect reuse of wastewaters. This is due to two characteristics of MBRs, (a) the low 

sludge load in terms of BOD that can be expected to force bacteria to mineralise also 

poorly degradable organic compounds and (b) the high sludge age that gives the bacteria 

time to adapt to these substances [39,40]. 

However, although many articles have reported the application of MBR for the 

treatment of urban and industrial wastewaters, up to our knowledge there are only few 

papers reporting on the behaviour of emerging contaminants during the MBR treatment, 

and all of them dealt with nonylphenolic compounds.  

Using the MBR unit that comprises of three bioreactors and an external 

ultrafiltration unit followed by GAC adsorption, Witgens et al. [41] reported on the 

removal of more than 90% of NP in wastewater from a dumpsite leachate plant. 

Laboratory set of nanofiltration membranes resulted in retention of more than 70% of NP 

and this process was regarded as an alternative option for the final treatment of MBR 

effluent. 
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Li et al. [42] used GC-MS and LC-MS-MS to assess the elimination efficiency in 

membrane-assisted biological WWTP. The results showed that compared to conventional 

WWTP membrane assisted biological treatment with biomass concentrations of about 

20g/l could only improve elimination efficiency of NPEOs (and other ionic and non-ionic 

surfactants), but could not stop entirely the discharge with the permeates. 

 

 

4.2. Treatment by advanced oxidation processes (AOP) 

 

The AOP processes, using the combination of ozone with other oxidant agents (UV 

radiation, hydrogen peroxide, TiO2) have been studied to enhance the degradation of polar 

pharmaceuticals [43,44,45] and NPEOs metabolites [46].  Ternes et al. [45] used a pilot 

plant for ozonation and UV disinfection of effluents form a German municipal WWTP 

containing antibiotics, betablockers, antiphlogistics, lipid regulator metabolites, musk 

fragrances and iodinated X-ray contrast media. By applying 10-15 mg/l ozone (contact 

time 18 min) all the pharmaceuticals investigated were no longer detected. Exception was 

the ionic iodinated X-ray contrast compounds that exhibited removal efficiencies of not 

higher than 14%.  

In another study [44] the ozonation has been demonstrated to be a suitable tool for 

carbamazepine abatment even at the process conditions usually adopted in drinking water 

facilities. However, in spite of good primary elimination, a low degree of mineralization 

was observed and total carbon balance results lacking even for prolonged ozonation thus 

indicative the presence of some non-identified degradation products.  

However, the degradation efficiency of an AOP is limited by the radical scavenging 

capacity of the matrix of the treated water. Thus, for a sufficient degradation of the 
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pharmaceuticals (>90%) from wastewater the ozone concentration has to be equal to the 

dissolved organic carbon (DOC) value [43], which means that economic considerations 

have to prove the feasibility of the process for wastewater treatment.  

Recently, using a lab-scale reactor, Ike et al. [46] determined that the effectiveness 

of ozone treatment in the degradation of NPEO metabolites follows the order: 

NPE1C>>NP>NP1EO. Acidic metabolites were completely degraded within 4-6 min 

(initial concentration was between 0.4 and 1.0 mg/l), NP concentration reduced 75-80% in 

6 min, while only 25 to 50% of NP1EO was eliminated in the same time. 

 

 

5. Elimination by treatment processes at drinking water treatment 

plants 

 

The occurrence of organic micro-contaminants in raw water and their removal in 

the course of drinking water production and possible formation of disinfection by-products 

are key issues in relation to the quality of drinking water supplies. Although, substances 

covered by this review are currently not regulated in drinking water, precautionary 

principles should be employed, and the removal of all organic micro-contaminants should 

be as high as possible. However, several studies showed that the removal of polar 

emerging contaminants during the drinking water treatment is not complete.  

The elimination of selected pharmaceuticals (clofibric acid, diclofenac, 

carbamezapine, bezafibrate) during drinking water treatment processes was investigated at 

lab and pilot scale and in real waterworks in Germany [47]. Sand filtration under aerobic 

and anoxic conditions, as well as flocculation using iron(III)chloride exhibited no 

significant elimination of the target pharmaceuticals, while ozonation was quite effective in 
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eliminating these polar compounds. Diclofenac and carbamezapine were reduced by more 

than 90%, bezafibrate was eliminated by 50%, while clofibric acid was stable even at high 

ozone doze. Filtration with granular activated carbon (GAC), under waterworks conditions 

was very effective in removing pharmaceuticals. Exception was clofibric acid which was 

less prone to adsorption.  

The behaviour of polar alkylphenolic compounds during processing of 

contaminated water in waterworks and their possible occurrence in treated water has been 

was rarely the scope of interest and there are hardly any data available for drinking water. 

The elimination of neutral and acidic nonylphenolic compounds and their brominated and 

chlorinated derivatives, during drinking water treatment process at the waterworks that 

supply drinking water to city of Barcelona (Spain) was investigated utilizing a highly 

sensitive LC-MS-MS method [48]. The concentration of total nonylphenolic compounds: 

NPEC (nEO=0-1), NPEO (nEO=1-2) and NP; in raw water (the Llobregat river) entering 

waterworks ranged from 8.3 to 21.6 μg/L, with NPE2C being the most abundant 

compound. Prechlorination reduced the concentration of short-ethoxy chain NPECs and 

NPEOs by about 25-35%, and of NP by almost 90%. However, this reduction of 

concentrations was partially due to their transformation to halogenated derivatives. After 

prechlorination halogenated nonylphenolic compounds represented approximately 13% of 

the total metabolite pool, of which 97% were in the form of brominated acidic metabolites. 

The efficiency of further treatment steps to eliminate nonylphenolic compounds (calculated 

for the sum of all short ethoxy chain metabolites including halogenated derivatives) was as 

follows: settling and flocculation followed by rapid sand filtration (7.3%), ozonation (86.3 

%), GAC filtration (72.7%) and final disinfection with chlorine (42.8%), resulting in 

overall elimination ranging from 96.2 to 99.1% (mean 97.9% for four sampling dates) as 

shown in Fig. 2.  
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6. Conclusions 

 

The application of advanced LC-MS and GC-MS technologies to environmental 

analysis has allowed the determination of a broader range of compounds and thus 

permitted more comprehensive assessment of environmental contaminants. Among the 

various compounds considered as emerging pollutants, acidic pharmaceuticals, surfactant 

degradates and acidic pesticides are of particular concern, both because of their ubiquity in 

the aquatic environment and potential impacts. 

Elimination of these emerging contaminants during wastewater and drinking water 

treatment is not satisfactory; and an improved treatment and strict control of the treatment 

process have to be employed so that the removal of these micro-contaminants is as high as 

possible. Thus, in view of possible reuse of WWTP effluents, more research is needed to 

evaluate their behaviour and fate in the aquatic environment. Moreover, disinfection 

processes applied (either chlorination or ozonation) potentially shift the assessment of the 

risk of human consumption of the parent compound to its degradation products, which 

requires development of generic analytical protocols that will permit simultaneous 

determination of parent compounds and their metabolites.  
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Figure captions 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.  Components of a (partially) closed water cycle with indirect potable reuse 

 

 

Fig. 2.  Fate of nonylphenolic compounds during drinking water production. A) Total 

concentration of nonylphenolic compounds and their elimination during different 

treatment steps at waterworks Sant Joan Despì (Barcelona, Spain); B) Average 

composition (calculated on a molar basis) of nonylphenolic compounds in raw 

water; C) Average composition (calculated on a molar basis) of nonylphenolic 

compounds in prechlorinated water 
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Table 1. Methods for the analysis of acidic pharmaceuticals in wastewaters 
 

Compounds Extraction Derivatization Chromatographic 
method 

Detection LOD 
(ng/L) 

Reference 

Bezafibrate, diclofenac, ibuprofen, 
gemfibrozil, carbamezapine 

Sequential SPE (C18 
+ polymeric sorbent) 

- LC MS 2 49

Salicylic acid, ibuprofen, ketoprofen, 
naproxen, bezafibrate, diclofenac 

SPE (polymeric 
sorbent) 

- LC MS 5-56 5

Bezafibrate, clofibric acid, diclofenac, 
fenoprofen, gemfibrozil, ibuprofen, 
inomethacin, ketoprofen, naproxen 

SPE (C18) - LC MS-MS 5-20 50

Bezafibrate, clofibric acid, ibuprofen SPE (MCX or 
polymeric sorbent) 

- LC MS-MS 0.016-2.18 51

Ibuprofen, clofibric acid, ketoprofen, 
naproxen, diclofenac 

SPE (HLB) diazomethane GC MS 0.3-4.5 52

Clofibric acid, diclofenac, ibuprofen, 
phenazone, propyphenazone 

SPE (C18) Pentaflorobenzyl 
bromide 

GC MS 0.6-20 53

Clofibric acid, naproxen, ibuprofen SPE (polar Empore 
disk) 

BSTFA (bis 
(trimethylsilyl)-

triflouroacetamide 

GC MS 0.4-2.6 54

Ibuprofen, naproxen, ketoprofen, tolfenamic 
acid, diclofenac, meclofenamic acid 

SPE (HLB) MTBSTFA (N-
methyl-N-(tert-

butyldimethylsilyl) 
trifluoroacetamide 

GC MS 20 55
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Table 2. Quantitation and diagnostic ions (m/z) used for the LC-MS and GC-MS, and base peaks of precursor and product ions used for LC-MS-
MS analysis of acidic pharmaceuticals in wastewaters. Data compiled from references listed in Table 1. 

 
MS MS-MS Compound Analytical method Ionization 

mode 
SIM ions Precursor (m/z) Product 1 (m/z) Product 2 (m/z) 

Ibuprofen LC-MS NI 205, 159    
 LC-MS-MS NI  205 [M−H]− 161 [M−H−CO2]− - 
 GC-MS Positive EI 177, 220ª    
   161, 343, 386b    
   263, 278, 234c    

Diclofenac LC-MS NI 294, 250, 232    
 LC-MS-MS NI  294 [M−H]− 250 [M−H−CO2]− - 
 GC-MS Positive EI 214, 309a    
   214, 216, 475b    
   352/354/356d    

Clofibric acid LC-MS NI     
 LC-MS-MS NI  213 [M−H]− 127 [C6H4ClO]− 85 [C4H5O2]−
 GC-MS Positive EI 128, 228a    
   128, 130, 394b    
   128, 143, 286c    

Benzafibrate LC-MS NI 360, 274    
 LC-MS-MS NI  360 [M−H]− 274 [M-H-C4H6O2]− 154 [M-H-C12H14O3]−
 GC-MS Positive EI 128, 228a    
   128, 130, 394b    

Gemfibrozil LC-MS NI 249, 121    
 LC-MS-MS NI  249 [M−H]− 121 [M-H-C7H12O2]−  

Ketoprofen LC-MS NI 253, 209, 197    
 LC-MS-MS NI  253 [M−H]− 209 [M-H-CO2]−  
 GC-MS Positive EI 209, 268a    
   311d    

Naproxen LC-MS NI 229, 185, 173, 170    
 LC-MS-MS NI  229 [M−H]− 185 [M-H-CO2]− 170 [M-H-C2H3O2]−
 GC-MS Positive EI 185, 244a    
   243, 302, 185c    
   287d    

a diazomethane derivative, b pentaflourobenzyl derivative, c trimethylsilyl derivative, d tert-butyldimethylsilyl derivative 
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Table 3. Elimination at WWTP (activated sludge treatment). Data complied from references [12,28,37,52,55,56,57,58] 
 
Compound Average 

elimination 
(%)a

Effluent 
concentrations 

(μg/L) 

Main degradation 
products 

Observation 
 

Non ionic surfactants     
Alkylphenol ethoxylates  90– 99  <0.1–350 APEC, CAPEC, AP Primary degradation fast; ultimate degradation less 

than 40%, metabolites potential endocrine 
disruptors 

Pharmaceuticals     
Ibuprofen 65–90 0.37-0.60 (3.4) b   
Diclofenac 69–75 0.06-0.81 (2.1)   Rapid photodegradation 
Clofibric Acid 34–51 0.12-0.36 (1.6)   Degradation product of lipid regulating agents 
Benzafibrate 83 1.1-2.2 (4.6)   
Naproxen 45–66 0.27-0.61 (2.6)    
Ketoprofen 69 0.02-0.38 (0.87)     
Gemfibrozil 46–69 0.31-0.40 (1.9)    
Carbamazepine 7 0.30-2.1 (6.3)   Low removal rate 

Antiseptics     
Triclosan 44–92 0.070–0.650  Methyl triclosan Possible photodegradation 

Pesticides     
Mecoprop and MCPA - 20–400  2-methyl-4-Cl-phenol Application period (mid-March until mid-May) 
2,4-D - <20  2,4-dichlorphenol  
2,4,5-T - <20 2,4-D ; 2,4-dichlorphenol  

a Primary elimination of the parent compound  
b Range of average values detected (in parenthesis: maximum concentration detected) 
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Antibiotic Resistance Genes as
Emerging Contaminants: Studies in
Northern Colorado†
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This study explores antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) as
emerging environmental contaminants. The purpose of
this study was to investigate the occurrence of ARGs in
various environmental compartments in northern Colorado,
including Cache La Poudre (Poudre) River sediments,
irrigation ditches, dairy lagoons, and the effluents of
wastewater recycling and drinking water treatment plants.
Additionally, ARG concentrations in the Poudre River
sediments were analyzed at three time points at five sites
with varying levels of urban/agricultural impact and
compared with two previously published time points. It
was expected that ARG concentrations would be significantly
higher in environments directly impacted by urban/
agricultural activity than in pristine and lesser-impacted
environments. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) detection
assays were applied to detect the presence/absence of
several tetracycline and sulfonamide ARGs. Quantitative real-
time PCR was used to further quantify two tetracycline
ARGs (tet(W) and tet(O)) and two sulfonamide ARGs (sul-
(I) and sul(II)). The following trend was observed with
respect to ARG concentrations (normalized to eubacterial
16S rRNA genes): dairy lagoon water > irrigation ditch
water > urban/agriculturally impacted river sediments (p
< 0.0001), except for sul(II), which was absent in ditch water.
It was noted that tet(W) and tet(O) were also present in
treated drinking water and recycled wastewater, suggesting
that these are potential pathways for the spread of
ARGs to and from humans. On the basis of this study,
there is a need for environmental scientists and engineers
to help address the issue of the spread of ARGs in the
environment.

Introduction
The spread of antibiotic-resistant pathogens is a growing
problem in the U. S. and around the world. Recently a 2000
World Health Organization (WHO) report (1) focused on
antibiotic resistance as one of the most critical human health
challenges of the next century and heralded the need for “a
global strategy to contain resistance”. According to the report,
more than two million Americans are infected each year with
resistant pathogens and 14 000 die as a result. The rapid
growth of the problem emphasizes the need for intervention.
For example, vancomycin is currently considered to be the

most powerful antibiotic of “last resort”, yet within 10 years
the incidence of vancomycin-resistant enterococci (VRE)
increased in the United States from 0% to 25% (2, 3).
Resistance to penicillin, the antibiotic that originally revo-
lutionized human health 50 years ago, is now as high as 79%
in Staphylococcus pneumoniae isolates in South Africa (4, 5).
Alarmingly, diseases that were once considered to be
eradicated, such as tuberculosis, are now beginning to make
a comeback because of antimicrobial resistance (1, 6, 7). As
with other dangerous pollutants that spread in the environ-
ment and threaten human health, there is a need for
environmental scientists and engineers to help address the
critical problem of microbial resistance to antibiotics.

The rise of antibiotic resistance is considered to be closely
linked with the widespread use of antibiotic pharmaceuticals
in humans and animals. In particular, more than one-half
of the antibiotics used in the U. S. are administered to
livestock for purposes of growth promotion or infection
treatment (8, 9). In both animals and humans, up to 95% of
antibiotics can be excreted in an unaltered state (10, 11).
Some removal has been observed in wastewater treatment
plants (WWTPs); however, as is true with the larger problem
of pharmaceutical compounds, WWTPs are not designed for
the removal of micropollutants (12-14). Residual antibiotics
thus are released into the environment where they may exert
selection pressure on microorganisms. While overprescribing
or other improper use/disposal of antibiotics in humans is
generally considered to contribute to the problem, several
studies have also linked agricultural antibiotic use with
antibiotic-resistant infections in humans (15-23). For ex-
ample, avoparcin, an antibiotic growth-promoter used in
poultry, was recently banned in Europe because of its
association with the development of vancomycin-resistant
enterococci (24).

Because of the direct selection pressure that antibiotics
exert on organisms carrying antibiotic resistance genes
(ARGs), the transport pathways of antibiotic-resistant mi-
croorganisms and the ARGs that they carry are expected to
be similar to the pathways of antibiotic pharmaceuticals. In
fact, it is likely that ARGs persist further in the pathway,
considering that in many cases they are maintained in the
microbial populations even after the antibiotic selection
pressure has been removed (25-28). Also, horizontal gene
transfer (HGT) is a major mechanism for sharing ARGs
between microbes and has been documented to occur
between nonpathogens, pathogens, and even distantly related
organisms, such as Gram-positive and Gram-negative bac-
teria (25, 29-31). In many cases, ARGs have been discovered
to occur as part of multiple antibiotic resistant (MAR)
superintegrons, which may contain over 100 ARG cassettes
(32). These MAR superintegrons cause multiple-drug resis-
tance in organisms, meaning that even when very different
antibiotics are used, one antibiotic may coselect for resistance
to other antibiotics (5, 33). MAR gene cassettes and ARGs are
notorious for being associated with plasmids and/or trans-
posons that facilitate HGT. Finally, even if cells carrying ARGs
have been killed, DNA released to the environment has been
observed to persist, to be protected from DNAse, especially
by certain soil/clay compositions, and to be eventually
transformed into other cells (34-36). For all of these reasons,
ARGs in and of themselves can be considered to be emerging
“contaminants” for which mitigation strategies are needed
to prevent their widespread dissemination.

The purpose of this study was to document the occurrence
of tetracycline and sulfonamide ARGs in various environ-
mental compartments in northern Colorado. These two ARG

† This article is part of the Emerging Contaminants Special Issue.
* Corresponding author phone: (970)491-8814; fax: (970)491-8671;
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groups were chosen because sulfonamide and tetracycline
antibiotics have been previously characterized in Poudre
River sediments and shown to relate to urban/agricultural
activity (37). The breadth of the study included Cache La
Poudre (Poudre) River sediments, dairy lagoon water, ir-
rigation ditch water, a wastewater recycling plant (WRP),
and two drinking water treatment plants (DWTPs). The
hypothesis was that environmental compartments most
directly impacted by urban/agricultural activity would have
significantly higher concentrations of ARGs than less im-
pacted and pristine environments. Irrigation ditch waters,
which were directly adjacent to farms, were investigated as
a potential pathway of ARGs from farms to the Poudre River,
while the WRP and the DWTPs were explored as potential
routes of human environmental input and consumption. The
presence/absence of several ribosomal protection factor
tetracycline ARGs and folic acid pathway sulfonamide ARGs
was determined using a polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
detection assay, and four commonly occurring ARGs were
further quantified by quantitative real-time PCR (Q-PCR).
Documenting the baseline occurrence of ARGs in a cross-
section of environmental compartments will take a step
toward understanding and modeling the fate and transport
phenomena associated with these emerging contaminants.

Experimental Section
Poudre River Sediment Sampling. Because of its pristine
origins and zonation corresponding to land use, the Poudre
River has served as a good model for relating human and
agricultural activities with the occurrence of antibiotic
pharmaceuticals (37) and ARGs (38). Five sampling sites were
the focus of this study, numbered sequentially in the direction
of flow from west to east, with the following characteristics:
site 1, pristine location at the river origin in the Rocky
Mountains; site 2, light-agriculture-influenced area; site 3,
urban-influenced area at the outlet of the Fort Collins Drake
WWTP; site 4, heavy-agriculture-influenced area between
Fort Collins and Greeley; and site 5, heavy-agriculture- and
urban-influenced area just east of Greeley, which is a major
center for the meat-packing industry. Over 90 confined
animal feeding operations (CAFOs), dairies, and ranches are
located between sites 3 and 5. Further attributes of the Poudre
River watershed that contribute to its suitability for inves-
tigating the impacts of urban and agricultural activity on
antibiotics and ARGs have been described previously (37,
38).

Sediment samples were collected along the Poudre River
at the five sites on August 18, 2005, October 27, 2005, and
February 17, 2006. The flow rates on these three dates were
1.04, 14.19, and 0.14 m3 s-1, respectively (U. S. Geological
Survey station number 06752260, Fort Collins, CO). Sampling
at three points in time provided insight into potential
temporal variations in ARG concentrations, and the February
17th date is exactly 1 year later than a previously published
sampling date (38). The upper sediments (about 5 cm) from
the middle and two sides of a cross-section at each site were
sampled and composited. Samples were collected using a
shovel and mixed well in sterilized centrifuge tubes. Fifty-
five grams of mixed sample at each site were stored at -80
°C for subsequent molecular analysis.

Bulk Water Sampling. Irrigation ditch waters were
investigated as a potential pathway of ARGs from farms to
the Poudre River. Grab samples of bulk water were collected
in sterile containers from irrigation ditches on August 18,
2005, corresponding to the August sampling date of the
Poudre River sediments. All irrigation ditches were located
between site 4 and site 5 on the Poudre River within a 3.5
km × 2 km zone north of the river, and a total of ten locations
were sampled. To investigate a potential source of ARGs
within this zone, a microaerophillic dairy lagoon (∼1 mg/L

dissolved oxygen in the upper 1 m) and an anaerobic dairy
lagoon (0 mg/L dissolved oxygen) from an anonymous farm
located 8 km from site 5 were sampled on October 20, 2005.
Finally, source water, and pre-chlorinated, and post-
chlorinated bulk water were collected from two anonymous
DWTPs and an anonymous WRP in northern Colorado in
February, 2005. The DWTP was studied as a potential direct
route of ARGs to consumers, and the WRP was considered
a potential human input into the environment. To collect
fine particulates from the dilute ditch water, DWTP, and WRP
samples for subsequent analysis, 500 mL of well-mixed
sample was filtered using a 0.45 µm glass fiber filter
(Whatman). This concentration step was not required for
dairy lagoon samples.

DNA Extraction. DNA was extracted from 0.5 g of
composited sediment using the FastDNA Spin Kit for Soil
(MP Biomedicals) and from 1.8 mL of dairy lagoon water
using the Ultraclean Microbial DNA Kit (MoBio Laboratories,
Inc.) according to manufacturer protocol. Both approaches
employ a bead-beating procedure. For fine particulates
collected on filters from bulk water, the filters were cut into
small pieces and added directly to the extraction tubes.
Extraction yield and the quality of the DNA were verified by
agarose gel electrophoresis and spectrophotometry.

Detection and Quantification of ARGs. Polymerase chain
reaction detection assays were used for broad-scale screening
of the presence/absence of five ribosomal protection factor
tetracycline ARGs (tet(BP), tet(O), tet(S), tet(T), and tet(W))
(39) and four folic acid pathway sulfonamide ARGs (sul(I),
sul(II), sul(III), and sul(A)). Development and validation of
sul primers was described in Pei et al. (38). Positive controls
consisted of cloned and sequenced PCR amplicons obtained
from Poudre River sediments. Both positive and negative
controls were included in every run, and negative signals
were confirmed by spiking positive control template into the
sample to verify a signal. Forty cycles were used to improve
chances of product formation from low initial template
concentrations. Further details on reaction mixes and
temperature programs are available in Pei et al. (38); note
that annealing temperatures for tet primers vary from Aminov
et al. (39). Two tetracycline ARGs (tet(W) and tet(O)) and two
sulfonamide ARGs (sul(I) and sul(II)) that were commonly
occurring according to the PCR presence/absence assays were
further quantified by Q-PCR using a SybrGreen approach.
For further details on Q-PCR methods, see Pei et al. (38).
Eubacterial 16S rRNA genes were quantified according to
the TaqMan Q-PCR method described by Suzuki et al. (40)
so that ARGs could be normalized to the total bacterial
community. This provided a means to correct for potential
variations in extraction efficiencies. By quantification of 16S
rRNA genes, it was also possible to compare ARGs propor-
tionally between samples of different overall population sizes.
Matrix effects associated with extraction of DNA from
environmental samples were corrected for by performing
spiked matrix control tests and determining template sup-
pression factors as described in Pei et al. (38). All Q-PCR
analyses were performed using a Cepheid SmartCycler
(Sunnyvale, CA).

Statistics. The influences of the environment (sites, ditch
water, and dairy lagoons) on the normalized and non-
normalized copies of ARGs were analyzed using the Mixed
Procedure, which fits a variety of mixed linear models to
data. This provides the flexibility of simultaneously modeling
means, variances, and covariances (41-44). Through the use
of this test, it was thus possible to comprehensively compare
overall differences between different environmental com-
partments with respect to ARG concentrations. For com-
parison of the five Poudre River sites, multiple sampling time
points were treated as replicates. Mixed Procedures were
conducted using SAS 9.0 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). A
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p-value <0.05 was considered to indicate significance.
Averages and standard deviations of all data were determined
using Microsoft Excel, 2003.

Results and Discussion
Occurrence of ARGs in Northern Colorado. Figure 1
summarizes the Q-PCR data obtained for the four ARGs at
the five Poudre River sites, while Figure 2 summarizes the
same analyses for the ditch waters and dairy lagoon water.
When August 2005 data for the Poudre River sediments are
compared with the dairy lagoon and ditch water, the following
trend is observed with respect to ARG concentrations: dairy
lagoon water > ditch water > river sediments (p < 0.0001),
for all ARGs except sul(II), which was absent from the ditch
waters. This is based on pooling of all 10 ditch water sites,
the two dairy lagoons, and sites 4 and 5, which were directly
adjacent to the ditch water sampling locations. Within each
of these three pools, there was no statistical difference
observed among the samples. Therefore, it was observed as
expected that environmental compartments most directly
impacted by human/agricultural activity showed higher
concentrations of ARGs. This trend is even stronger in
considering absolute quantities of ARGs (not normalized to
16S rRNA genes), because the concentration of cells in the
dairy lagoon water was orders of magnitude higher than that
of the ditch water or the sediments.

In developing a hypothetical pathway for ARGs, a trend
is not as clear. The overall trend in terms of ARG concentra-
tions of dairy lagoon water > ditch water > river sediments
suggests that on-farm compartments, such as lagoons may
be the source of ARGs, which are subsequently attenuated
in ditch water before reaching Poudre River sediments.

However, this trend is not supported in terms of sul(II), which
is entirely absent from the ditch water and therefore cannot
be the source of what is observed in the Poudre River
sediments. An alternative source of the sul(II) that appears
at sites 4 and 5 could instead be human inputs. This is
supported by the data presented in Figure 1, in which it is
observed that sul(II) is consistently present at high levels on
average at site 3, which is at the point of discharge of the
Drake WWTP, while consistently lower (comparing each date
sampled) at site 4 (entirely absent for the October event) and
equivalent or lower at site 5, which has mixed human/
agricultural inputs. Because sul(II) is present in the dairy
lagoon waters, it must also have agricultural sources, but it
may attenuate too quickly to be transported to the ditches
and subsequently to the river sediments. On the basis of this
study and a previous study (38), it is appears that of the four
ARGs quantified sul(II) is the most sensitive indicator of
human/agricultural impact, and thus it is suggested that it
attenuates quickly in the absence of direct inputs. The other
ARGs in the Poudre River sediments at sites 4 and 5 may be
of either/both human and agricultural origin, since they
followed a decreasing trend from the dairy lagoon through
the ditch water but were also present at site 3.

In addition to having higher concentrations of three out
of four of the ARGs, the dairy lagoon water was also observed
to have more different kinds of ARGs present than the
irrigation ditch water according to the PCR assay (Table 1).
Together with the Q-PCR results, these data further support
the concept that there is some attenuation of ARGs between
any linkages that may connect dairy lagoon water and
irrigation ditch water. Future work should implement ARG
fingerprinting/source tracking to fully characterize the
potential pathways.

Temporal Variations of ARG in Poudre River Sediments.
As observed in a previous study that compared a high-flow
sampling point (6.8 m3 s-1, April 2004) with a low-flow
sampling point (0.6 m3 s-1, February 2005), the ARG
concentrations in the Poudre River sediments are variable
with time (38). To better understand temporal variations in
ARG concentrations, the Poudre River sediments were
sampled at three additional time points and compared with
the two previously published time points. The February
sampling point in this study took place exactly 1 year after

FIGURE 1. Distribution of four ARGs (sul(I), sul(II), tet(O), and tet-
(W)) in Poudre River sediments on three sampling dates, compared
to two previously published sampling dates (April 13, 2004, and
February 17, 2005 (38)), as determined by Q-PCR: site 1, pristine site;
site 2, light agricultural activity; site 3, heavy urban activity; site
4, heavy agricultural activity; site 5, heavy urban and agricultural
activity. Error bars represent the standard deviation of six measure-
ments from three independent Q-PCR runs analyzing DNA extract
from composite samples.

FIGURE 2. Distribution of four ARGs (sul(I), sul(II), tet(O), and tet-
(W)) at 10 sampling points of irrigation ditch water (DW-1-DW-10)
located between site 4 and site 5 compared with that of a
microaerophillic dairy lagoon (LW-AE) and an anaerobic dairy lagoon
(LW-AN). DW samples were concentrated from 500 mL, and LW
samples were extracted directly from 1.8 mL. All samples were
normalized to the total 16S rRNA genes. Error bars represent three
independent Q-PCR runs in duplicate. The labels a and b indicate
that the data sets fell into two statistically different groups, according
to the Mixed Procedure.
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the previous February event. In support of the relationship
between ARG concentration and relative environment impact
observed above, the pristine site (site 1) consistently had the
lowest average concentrations of ARGs with time, with sul-
(II) completely absent and no individual ARG consistently
present at all five sampling times (Figure 1). When presence/
absence of ARGs are compared, site 2 appears to be the next
lowest in terms of overall impacts. For example, sul(II) is
consistently absent at site 2, and tet(O) was absent in one
of the five sampling events, whereas these genes were
consistently present at sites 3, 4, and 5. In terms of ARG
concentrations, tet(W) and tet(O) at site 2 were equal or less
than site 3; however, these two genes were sometimes higher
and sometimes lower than at sites 4 and 5. On the basis of
ARG averages and presence/absence of ARGs, sites 1 and 2
were the least impacted, as expected.

When the Mixed Procedure was applied to the data, in
which the time points were pooled as replicates, it was found
that there was no statistical difference between the five sites
for the 16S normalized data, except in the case of sul(II) (p
) 0.0117). However, when the same test was performed with
non-normalized data, it was found that sites 1 and 2 were
statistically lower than sites 3, 4, and 5 in terms of sul(I) (p
) 0.00296), sul(II) (p ) 0.0199), and tet(O) (p ) 0.0102).
Though normalizing to 16S genes provides a comparison of
ARGs as a proportion of the total population, arguably it may
be the absolute quantities of ARGs that are more critical.

While spatial variations in ARGs could be fairly well-
characterized, it is difficult to identify clear temporal patterns.
Comparison of the two February sampling dates that were
exactly a year apart provides some insight. All four genes
were either the same on average for both events (tet(O) for
sites 1 and 4 and sul(II) for sites 4 and 5) or higher in the 2006
event (all other genes, except sul(II) at sites 1 and 2, where
it was not present) (Figure 1). This suggests the possibility
that all ARGs are increasing in concentration with time.
However, the trends in between these two dates do not
support this. Only tet(W) and tet(O) at site 3 increase
consistently with time. All remaining ARGs at the five sites
either decrease before increasing (e.g., tet(W) at site 2 and
sul(II) at site 3), are constant and then increase (e.g., tet(O)
at site 2 and tet(W) at site 1), or increase and then decrease
(e.g., tet(W) at sites 4 and 5) (Figure 1). Therefore, no clear
trend was identified with time.

It was also attempted to analyze trends in the data with
respect to river flow rate. This was of interest because flow
rate directly relates to runoff and nonpoint source inputs,
which were hypothesized in the previous study to play a role
in the observed increase in the number of kinds of ARGs
detected in Poudre River sediments (38). The October 2005
sampling date provided a second sampling date at high flow
(14.9 m3 s-1), compared to the previously published April
2004 high-flow sampling date (6.8 m3 s-1). (All other dates
were at or below 1.0 m3 s-1.) Interestingly, all four ARGs
increased on average at site 5 in comparing the high-flow

October event with the immediately previous low-flow event
in August (Figure 1). At site 4, tet(W) and tet(O) increased,
but sul(II) stayed the same, and sul(I) decreased. There was
no effect at all at site 3, which is affected primarily by point
discharge rather than runoff, site 2, or site 1. However,
attempts to plot ARG concentrations versus flow rate did not
reveal any clear trend. Thus, it is still not possible to make
a conclusive judgment on the effect of flow rate on ARG
concentrations, though the role of nonpoint source inputs
merits further investigation. To accomplish this, it would be
necessary to gather more data with time/flow or monitor a
much more controlled and smaller-scale system.

Wastewater Recycling Plant and Drinking Water Treat-
ment Plants. A PCR presence/absence assay was conducted
on the influent, intermediate effluent, and final effluent of
two drinking water treatment plants (DWTP “a” and DWTP
“b”) and the pre-chlorinated and chlorinated effluent of a
WRP. It was observed that both tet(W) and tet(O) were present
at detectable levels in all samples except the source water for
DWTP “a” (Figure 3). This indicates that the same two genes
that were common in various environmental compartments
in northern Colorado are also present in treated recycled
wastewater and bulk drinking water. These two genes also
showed a response to the level of impact; e.g., they were
highest in dairy lagoon water and ditch water and lowest on
average at the pristine site. On the basis of the intensity of
the signal, they were also higher in the recycled wastewater
than in the drinking water, as would be expected. Though
these two ARGs are not directly associated with any known
human pathogens, they may be indicators of links

TABLE 1. PCR Presence/Absence Assay of Various ARGs in Ditch (DW)a and Dairy Lagoon (LW) Waterb

ARG DW-1 DW-2 DW-3 DW-4 DW-5 DW-6 DW-7 DW-8 DW-9 DW-10 LW-AE LW-AN + control

tet(BP) - - - - - - - - - - - - +
tet(O) + + + + + + - - + + + + +
tet(S) - - - - - - - - - - - - +
tet(T) - - - - - - - - - - + + +
tet(W) + + + + + + + + + + + + +
sul(I) + + + + + + + + + + + + +
sul(II) - - - - - - - - - - + + +
sul(III) - - + + + - - - - - + + +
sul(A) - - - - - - - - - - - - +

a Collected August 18, 2005. b Collected October 20, 2005.

FIGURE 3. Agarose gel analysis of PCR presence/absence (in
duplicate) of two ARG families, tet(W) and tet(O): + ) positive
control; - ) negative control. The presence of a band at the same
molecular weight as + indicates the presence of an ARG: 1 ) WRP
effluent; 2 ) WRP chlorinated effluent; 3 ) DWTP a influent; 4 )
DWTP a treated water pre-chlorination; 5 ) DWTP a treated water
post-chlorination; 6 ) DWTP b influent water; 7 ) DWTP b treated
water pre-chlorination; 8 ) DWTP b treated water post-chlorination.
The band appearing below 200 bp is consistent with a primer dimer.
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between human/agricultural activity and ARGs in drinking
water. Considering that drinking water is a direct route to
human consumers, this emphasizes the need to better
understand the pathways by which ARGs are spread in the
environment and potential ways that the spread of ARGs
may be reduced. For example, vancomycin resistance genes
were found in drinking water biofilms in a recent study (45).
Considering that vancomycin is typically the antibiotic of
last resort when all else fails, this underscores the need to
address this issue before it is too late. One possibility may
be to make simple modifications to wastewater and drinking
water treatment plants to reduce the spread of ARGs.

ARGs as Emerging Contaminants. On the basis of this
study it is clear that ARGs are present in various environ-
mental compartments, including river sediments, irrigation
ditch water, dairy lagoon water, DWTPs, and a WRP.
Furthermore, quantitative techniques incorporating Q-PCR
provide a means to compare the concentrations of ARGs
associated with the known urban and agricultural impacts,
which provides a more direct measure than previous culture-
based methods. On the basis of this occurrence survey, it is
argued that ARGs are emerging contaminants that need to
be further studied in the paradigm of environmental science
and engineering. The concept of ARGs as “pollutants” has
also been suggested by Rysz and Alvarez (46).

It should be noted that besides the tetracycline and
sulfonamide ARGs that were the focus of this study, there are
numerous other ARGs that have been described in the
literature and likely even more that have not yet been
discovered, each potentially with its own unique properties.
Thus, each ARG may have different behaviors with respect
to fate and transport and response to physical, chemical,
and/or biological treatment. In terms of defining fate and
transport characteristics of ARGs in general, it is expected
that their behavior will be distinct in comparison to “typical”
contaminants. For example, ARGs may be sequestered with
bacteria, which are themselves transported, or they may be
present as naked DNA bound to clay particles (47). Fur-
thermore, ARGs may actually amplify in the environment
under some conditions. This is indeed a unique contaminant
property. Considering the significance of the problem of the
spread of antibiotic resistance, further effort by environ-
mental researchers to better understand these emerging
contaminants is well-warranted. This is especially true as
the rate of discovery and development of new antibiotics is
continually declining (48), while the corresponding develop-
ment and spread of resistance is occurring at a rapid pace.
On the basis of this study, understanding ARGs as emerging
contaminants can add a new and important angle to helping
to approach this important problem.
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